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(54) Signal type Identification

(57) A method of identifying a signal type uses pa-

rameters of the signai as a basis for automatic identifi-

cation. A signal of interest is selected from a display of

a spectral waveform for a specified frequency An occu-

pied bandwidth for the signal of interest is estimated

and, if the occupied bandwidth is common to more than

one known signal type, a complementary cumuiative

distribution function of peak power for the signal of in-

terest is estimated. The signai type may be identified as

a function of these parameters.. Additionally the fre-

quency of the signal of Interest may be compared with

a database of spectral assignments for known signal

types to provide further information about the signai of

interest.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to radio frequency (RF) signal measurements, and more particularly to the signal

type identification of an unknown signal.

[0002] In measuring and testing RF systems there occur from time to time interfering signals. This may show up on

a spectral display, such as that generated by a spectrum analyzer, as an extraneous signal in the frequency domain,

as shown In Fig. 1. A skilled operator, technician or engineer may manually identify the interfering signal by making

appropriate adjustments to the spectmrn analyzer control parameters and having skill in identifying those parameters

that are unique to different types of signals, both modulated and unmodulated. There are many signal types that may
occur in the normal environment, such as IS-95 CDMA signals, North American Digital Cellular (NADC) TDMA signals,

Global System for Mobile (GSM) TDMA signals, Analog Mobile Phone System (AMPS) FM signals, Continuous Wave
(CW) signals and W-CDMA or CDMA 2000 signals.

[0003] In nornial field testing and measuring conditions the operator may not be a skilled operator, technician or

engineer and, thus, may not have the skill and experience necessary to discriminate and identify to which of the signal

categories a particular unknown signal belongs. What is desired is an instrument that automatically identifies an un-

known modulated signal with a reasonable confidence level for the unskilled operator.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Accordingly the present Invention provides a method of modulation identification for an unknown modulated

signal. A frequency spectrum is displayed in a conventional manner and an operator selects an unknown signal so

displayed In a conventional manner, such as touching the screen, adjusting a cursor, clicking a mouse cursor and the

like. The selection activates an Identification algorithm which processes the data representing the signal according to

specified parameters. Typical parameters may be frequency, occupied bandwidth (OBW) and complementary cumu-
lative distribution function (CCDF) of the peak power of the signal. Occupied bandwidth may be used to particularly

Identify the signal modulation for most signal modulation candidates. Finally CCDF may be used where more than one

signal modulation candidate has the same OBW. A table or database of spectral assignments for known modulated

signals may be used to select signal modulation candidates based on frequency. The resulting identification may be

displayed and may include frequency, expected characteristics, whetherthe signal Is modulated or not. detected mod-
ulation and other pertinent infonnation.

[0005] The objects, advantages and other novel features of the present invention are apparent from the following

detailed description when read in conjunction with the appended claims and attached drawing.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWING

[0006] Fig. 1 is a plan view of a display of a frequency spectrum showing a known and unknown signal simultaneously.

[0007] Fig. 2 is a graphic view of a complementary cumulative distribution function for an NADC digital signal.

[0008] Fig. 3 is a graphic view of a complementary cumulative distribution function for an AMPS analog signal.

[0009] Fig. 4 is a block diagram view for an architecture of an instrument that includes signal type identification

according to the present invention.

[0010] Fig. 5 is a flow chart view of an algorithm for signal type identification according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0011] From the list of signals that need to be identified, it is seen that almost every signal type has some specific

"signature" parameter. One such parameter may be the frequency. A database or table of stored information containing

spectral band assignments for various types of modulated signals may be used. When a signal Is selected by suitable

means, such as cursor positioning via mouse or dial, touching or the like, the database may be consulted to see what
signal or signals may be expected to exist at the selected frequency of the selected signal.

[001 2] Another parameter is the "Occupied BandWidth of the signal" (OBW). Since the OBW measurement may be
done directly on an Intennedlate frequency (IF) signal without demodulating the signal, It Is fairly straightforward using

existing algorithms, such as using fast Fourier transform (FFT) and estimating the number of bins for 95% of total

power. Table 1 below shows signals that may be measured, the signals that have high correlation in spectral charac-

teristics, and the defining identification parameter.
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Table 1

:

SIGNAL SIMILAR SIGNAL HOW TO IDENTIFY

CW 30 kHz AMPS or NADC Use OBW

30 kHz AMPS 30 kHz NADC Use CCDF

30 kHz NADC 30 kHz AMPS Use CCDF

200 kHz FM 200 kHz GSM Use CCDF

200 kHz GSM 200 kHz FM Use CCDF

CDMA IS-95 3G CDMA UseOBW

3G CDMA CDMA IS-95 Use OBW

Most of the signals may be discriminated among simply by calcuiating the OBW of the signal. The algorithm considers

signals with the OBW less than 30 kHz to be CW. Problems arise in discriminating the AMPS signal from the NADC
signal and the 200 kHz FM signal from the GSM signal because these signal pairs each have the same OBW. What
Is needed tor these situations Is another parameter or deciding factor that Is unique to each of these signals.

[0013] Although both AMPS and NADC signals have the same OBW and look quite alike in the spectral domain,

they have a fundamental difference— the AMPS signal is an analog signal while the NADC signal is a digital signal.

The AMPS signal is a frequency varying, relatively constant amplitude carrier while the NADC Is a carrier modulated

with QPSK data. Because of this difference the AMPS signal may be classified as a "detenninistic" signal while the

NADC signal may be classified as a "probabilistic" signal. The determination as to whether the signal is deterministic

or probabilistic may be performed relatively easily without demodulating the signal. This parameter Is the Complemen-
tary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the peak power of the signal, and may be used to distinguish between

the AMPS signal and the NADC signal even if they occupy the same bandwidth. Because of the inherent digital nature

of the NADC signal, it has a much "flatter" CCDF than the AMPS signal, as shown by comparing Figs. 2 and 3. The
same is true for discriminating the 200 kHz FM signal from the GSM signal.

[0014] From the curves of Figs. 2 and 3 the CCDF of the AMPS signal follows typical detenninistic sinusoidal char-

acteristics where there are no observable statistical peaks below 1% probability. This makes sense since the AMPS
signal is a relatively constant amplitude frequency varying sinusoid. On the other hand the NADC signal has some
statistical peaks below the 1% probability point. Table 2 shows a comparison between the two CCDFs,

Table 2:

Comparison Point CCDF for AMPS Signal CCDF for NADC Signal

10% probability 3 dB 1.9 dB

1% probability 3.1 dB 2.6 dB

0.1% probability NA 3.0 dB

0.01% probability NA 3.15 dB

0.001% probability NA 3.3 dB

Therefore these signals may be distinguished based on the CCDF characteristics of the peak power, as Indicated in

Table 1.

[0015] Fig. 4 shows an architecture for an instrument that includes signal type identification. When the signal is

selected by an operator from the spectral display, the signal is downconverted, resampled and acquired In an acquisition

memory 1 0 The preprocessed signal in the acquisition memory 10 is processed by a fast Fourier transform (FFT) 14.

The FFT output is then sent to a signal type identification algorithm 16 for interference measurements. The FFT may
be done In either hardware or software.

[0016] The algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. There are two components to the algorithm: first the algorithm computes
the occupied bandwidth 20 of the input signal; and second the algorithm further estimates the CCDF 22 of the signal

and determines If the signal Is analog or digital. If the OBW Is equal to 30 kHz or 200 kHz, the second step 22 Is

bypassed. The CCDF estimation is done only if the OBW is equal to 30 kHz or 200 kHz as determined by a decision

step 24, the bandwidths that are common to the AMPS signal and NADC signal or the FM signal and the GSM signal

pairs respectively From the OBW and CCDF results a decision 26 is made to identify the signal. As indicated above,

3
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the frequency of the signal may be compared with the database of spectral assignments to provide additional data

about the possible signals. The results from the algorithm may be displayed, either on the same display as the spectral

display or another Interface display. The results may include frequency, expected signal characteristics, detected mod-

ulation type, if any, and other pertinent information.

[0017] Thus the present invention provides a means for identifying an unknown signal, without having to demodulate

It if It is modulated, using one or more of a plurality of parameters, such as spectral band assignment, occupied band-

width and/or complementary cumulative distribution function of peak power.

Claims

1 . A method of Identifying a signal type comprising the steps of:

selecting a signal of interest from a displayed spectral waveform for a specified range of frequencies;

processing data representing the signal of Interest to ascertain characteristics of the signal of interest; and

from the characteristics of the signal of interest determining an identification of the signal type.

2. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the determining step comprises the step of comparing the frequency of

the signal of interest with a database of spectral assignments for a plurality of known signals to identify the signal

type.

3. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the processing step comprises the step of estimating from the data an

occupied bandwidth for the signal of interest as one of the characteristics for input to the detemnining step.

4. The method as recited in claim 3 wherein the processing step further comprises the step of estimating from the

data a complementary cumulative distribution function of the peak power for the signal of interest as one of the

characteristics for input to the determining step.

5. The method as recited in claim 4 wherein the determining step comprises the steps of:

inhibiting the estimating step for the complementary cumulative distribution function if the occupied bandwidth

is unique to a known signal type; and

determining the identification for the signal type based upon the complementary cumulative distribution func-

tion if the occupied bandwidth is common to more than one known signal type.

6. A method of discriminating between modulation signals having the same occupied bandwidth comprising the steps

of:

selecting a signal of interest from a displayed spectral waveform for a specified frequency range;

estimating an occupied bandwidth for the signal of Interest from data representing the signal of interest;

estimating a complementary cumulative distribution function of peak power from the data for the signal of

interest where the occupied bandwidth is common to more than one known signal type;

reporting a identification of thesignaltype as afunction of the complementary cumulative distribution function.
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